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KEEPING THE BARBARIANS AT THE GATES: THE PROMISE OF THE UNESCO AND UNIDROIT CONVENTIONS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Michael P. Goodyear*

I. Introduction

Videos of Islamic State militants brutally smashing ancient statues and carvings at ruins and museums across Iraq and Syria made headlines around the world.1 But while this active, iconoclastic destruction made front-page news, another form of cultural property destruction has remained in the shadows: the illicit trade in cultural property.2 This trade removes cultural property from its country of origin to be hidden in private collections, removing parts of a country’s history and destroying the public’s ability to enjoy and benefit from that property.

Although the danger of trafficking in cultural property can be quite extreme even in highly industrialized countries,3 the problem is more acute in developing countries that are rich in cultural property but poor economically.4 With fewer resources to dedicate to patrolling the movement of cultural

---


property inside their borders, developing countries are at a greater risk of losing that property.\textsuperscript{5} In addition, criminal and terrorist networks such as the Islamic State have stolen or unearthed cultural property and then used it to fund their activities.\textsuperscript{6} Therefore the illicit cultural property trade is an especially dangerous problem for developing countries since they often have both large amounts of cultural property and a lack of resources to protect them.\textsuperscript{7} While some legal scholars have suggested creating a new treaty to protect cultural property in developing countries,\textsuperscript{8} this note instead argues that we should first look to two existing, but underutilized, treaties on cultural property protection to create a cooperative international defense of global cultural property.

This note proceeds as follows. After this introduction, Part II enumerates the benefits of keeping cultural property in its home state, including developing the home state’s tourism industry, preserving its national identity, and countering criminal groups that take advantage of the illicit cultural property trade. It then evaluates how poor economic conditions in developing countries set up a dichotomy between state and non-state actors using cultural property for cash or development: The allure of cash is a potent force, especially when developing countries may lack the resources at present to patrol their own borders, but, once sold, the future value of cultural property to the local economy is lost.

Part III evaluates alternatives proposed in the literature to deal with trafficking in cultural property. Part IV then looks at how ratification of existing conventions on cultural property, namely the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (“UNESCO”)\textsuperscript{9} and the United Nations International Institute for the Unification of Private Law (“UNIDROIT”)\textsuperscript{10} Conventions, could offer ready solutions for protecting


\textsuperscript{6} See Faucon, Kantchev & MacDonald, supra note 2.

\textsuperscript{7} \textsc{Askurd \& Clément}, supra note 4, at 9.


the interests of developing countries by establishing market country protection obligations while limiting source country financial obligations. It reviews the Conventions’ mechanics, their benefits, and their shortcomings, ultimately determining that the advantages of invoking the Conventions outweigh the detriments of doing so. Part V concludes that while other alternatives do exist, the Conventions are underappreciated existing remedies that are calibrated to help developing countries—and therefore may be a more efficient solution to trafficking in cultural property than the invention of a new treaty. Greater state ratification of the UNESCO and UNIDROIT Conventions is a promising and underutilized option for developing countries to better protect their cultural property.

II. What Is the Illicit Cultural Property Trade?

In general, cultural property refers to all “movable or immovable property of great importance to the cultural heritage of every people.” It can include a wide range of objects, including art or artifacts, or even architecture. For example, Roman floor mosaics are a form of cultural property that has been sold extensively on the black market, as are the decorative gold leaves stolen from an iconic roof. The illicit trade in cultural property is the global phenomenon of selling cultural property through smuggling and black markets.
A. How Has the Illicit Trade in Cultural Property Developed?

Technology and globalization have significantly contributed to the expansion of the illicit antiquities trade over the past forty years. A century ago, international collectors were limited by financial and geographic access to property and by merchants’ interest in selling such things. Today, the scope of the cultural property trade is global, both in terms of the buyers for and origins of targeted acquisitions, with complex smuggling trains allowing illicit cultural property to travel far and wide. The scale of cultural property crime is one of the greatest among criminal activities worldwide. Whether it is their symbolism, history, exoticism, or simply their rarity, articles of cultural property are valued commodities and have a ready market. The art and cultural property market is valued at billions of dollars a year.

19. See, e.g., Benjamin W. Kankpeyeng & Christopher R. DeCorse, Ghana’s Vanishing Past: Development, Antiquities, and the Destruction of the Archaeological Record, 21 AFR. ARCHAEOLOGICAL REV. 89, 92 (2004) (citing the increased sale of antiquities to tourists, which in turn has triggered more local looting of archaeological sites); Ralph Blumenthal & Tom Mashberg, Officials Are Set to Seize Antiquity, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 4, 2012), http://www.nytimes.com/2012/04/05/arts/design/ancient-cambodian-statue-is-seized-from-sothebys.html (describing the seizure of a stolen Cambodian statute from Sotheby’s, valued at $2 to $3 million USD).
And where there is a market, there are incentives to those with access to sell.

Especially in developing countries where cultural property is not secured in guarded institutions, cultural property is readily accessible to locals, some of whom know that they can sell these artifacts and make enough money to eke out a living or provide food for their families. These “subsistence diggers” typically find and sell antiquities because they see few other avenues by which to improve their standard of living.

Like their citizens, states can also play a role in the loss of cultural property: They can turn a blind eye to the sale of cultural property, be complicit in its sale, or simply not have the resources to properly protect it. Domestic regulation of cultural property sales can vary wildly, although the UNESCO Convention does require its signatories to have baseline protec-


And although the phrase “subsistence diggers” suggests that all looting of this kind happens on land, some happens at sea. Underwater cultural heritage is covered by the 2001 UNESCO Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage rather than the 1970 UNESCO Convention, but the same economic incentives apply. See, e.g., Mai Lin Tjoa-Bonatz, Struggles Over Historic Shipwrecks in Indonesia: Economic Versus Preservation Interests, in Cultural Property and Contested Ownership: The Trafficking of Artefacts and the Quest for Restitution 85, 87 (Brigitta Hauser-Schäublin & Lyndel V. Prütt eds., 2016) (discussing how Indonesian fishermen have strong economic incentives to recover and sell cultural heritage recovered from shipwrecks).

26. For example, Europe is considered to have less stringent requirements for proving provenance than the United States. See William G. Pearlstein, Buying and Selling Antiquities in Today’s Market, SPENCER’S ART L.J., Spring 2012.
tions in their domestic regulations.\textsuperscript{27} But because the crime of selling cultural property usually requires the property to leave its home country, it is necessary to not just have domestic regulation, but international regulation that can lead to the recovery of cultural property once it has left its home country. Some regulatory protections of this kind can be found in bilateral agreements\textsuperscript{28} and the restrictions of importing countries.\textsuperscript{29} Additional forms of international protection will be addressed in Part IV.

B. Why Should a Country Protect Its Cultural Property?

Although state and non-state actors in source countries might benefit from selling pieces of their cultural property, these benefits tend to be short-term and superficial. The local community as a whole barely benefits from the sale of a state’s cultural property. In fact, in many cases, the local seller of an artifact only receives less than one percent of its retail value, with most of the profit going to middlemen in the trade.\textsuperscript{30} Moreover, the antiquities market is not sustainable. Unlike other aspects of cultural heritage, such as traditional craftsmanship techniques that can be preserved and furthered through the creation of cultural heritage-based industries,\textsuperscript{31} once physical properties are gone, their home countries are left without that resource for future economic development. Lastly, the cash generated by the sale of cultural property often goes to criminals or military warlords, rather than into the local economy.\textsuperscript{32}

In contrast, the retention of cultural property can spur economic growth through tourism, provide a sense of cultural identity, and dry up a funding source for extremists and criminal groups.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{27} See UNESCO Convention, supra note 9, arts. 5–10, 13–14.
\item \textsuperscript{29} See Pearlstein, supra note 26 (noting differing restriction standards in, for example, the United States and Europe).
\item \textsuperscript{31} See generally Ummu Hani et al., Preserving Cultural Heritage Through Creative Industry: A Lesson from Saung Angklung, 4 PROCEDEIA ECON. & FIN. 193 (2012) (analyzing the Saung Angklung Udjo, a one-stop cultural workshop that includes handicrafts from local craftsmen, as an example of a successful creative industry preserving Sudanese cultural heritage).
\end{itemize}
1. Sustainable Economic Development

Cultural property can be the key for developing countries to break into one of the largest global economic sectors: tourism. Tourism is a major component of economies around the world, generating over $7.6 trillion USD in 2016 (10.2% of the global GDP). To get a share of that wealth, towns across the globe, from major tourist destinations to unfamiliar locales, are adopting new strategies to increase their appeal to tourists. Tourism has proved particularly critical to a number of emerging economies. For example, in 2016 tourism contributed $152.2 billion USD to the Brazilian economy (8.5% of the GDP), $12.5 billion USD to the Croatian economy (24.7%), and $19 billion USD to the Moroccan economy (18.5%). In all three countries, the tourism industry provides hundreds of thousands of jobs.

Selling off cultural property would undermine the future of such tourism in many developing countries. Cultural heritage is a significant draw for tourists, and “cultural tours” have become an increasingly formalized selling point for travelers. If cultural artifacts are on display at a museum or archaeological site inside the country, they can and do attract tourists and help to build a tourism economy. Indeed, cultural and heritage tourists tend to stay in a host country longer and spend more money there than other tourists.

39. TRAVEL & TOURISM: BRAZIL, supra note 36, at 1; TRAVEL & TOURISM: CROATIA, supra note 37, at 1; TRAVEL & TOURISM: MOROCCO, supra note 38, at 1.
40. DALLE J. TIMOTHY, CULTURAL HERITAGE AND TOURISM: AN INTRODUCTION 1–2 (2011); Ismaiel Naser Abuamoud et al., Factors Affecting the Willingness of Tourists to Visit Cultural Heritage Sites in Jordan, 9 J. HERITAGE TOURISM 148, 149 (2014).
types of tourists. As it brings money into countries, the tourism industry also creates a significant number of jobs. Tourism, and cultural property as a driver of tourism, can thus serve as a significant economic vehicle for development.

Although many developing countries lack the internal resources to properly preserve and display their cultural property, international funding and expertise tend to be available for these purposes across the globe. While the total amount of funds available is still less than may be optimal, there are a variety of financial resources developing countries can engage to fund cultural property preservation, including intergovernmental funds, philanthropic foundations, and individual donors that have often not yet been fully tapped. For example, Cambodia received between $10 and $20 million USD in international investment and management consulting from the United Nations Development Programme (“UNDP”) and UNESCO. These funds helped Cambodia preserve the historic ruins of Angkor and develop a cultural tourism industry that now generates over one billion dollars

44. See WORLD TRAVEL & TOURISM COUNCIL, supra note 33, at 2.
45. See MICHAEL M. AMES, CANNIBAL TOURS AND GLASS BOXES: THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF MUSEUMS xv (1992) (stating that some developing countries like India may not be able to afford as many museums as is desirable to accommodate their growing populations and extensive histories).
47. Guy Clausse, Funding Sources for Preserving Cultural Heritage Monuments and Sites, EUR. INV. BANK INST. (Nov. 25, 2013).
51. GLOBAL HERITAGE FUND, SAVING OUR VANISHING HERITAGE: SAFEGUARDING ENDANGERED CULTURAL HERITAGE SITES IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD 37 (2010).
USD in revenue annually. The World Bank also regularly provides financial assistance for protecting cultural property, as do non-profits.

2. National Identity

The loss of cultural property can inflict a much deeper wound to a country than just to its economy. A country’s cultural property embodies the physical manifestation of its identity, history, and culture. As such, it forms an essential element of the country’s national and historic identity. The loss of archaeological remains leads to the loss of a people’s heritage and history. For example, the loss of the Elgin Marbles, friezes that originally adorned the Parthenon in Athens but which were transported to Britain and placed in the British museum in the early 1800s, continues to be widely mourned by Greeks as a loss of national identity.

It follows that cultural property can be a key component of education about one’s heritage. Making this connection, Irina Bokova, the former Director-General of UNESCO, has opined that the illicit trade in cultural property is “seriously detrimental, and often irreversibly so, to the collective memory, social cohesion, and mutual enrichment [of a nation].” Cultural property can also be critical in unifying a nation and creating political and

52. Id.
57. As Melina Mercouri, former Greek Minister of Culture, put it, “This is our history, this is our soul.” S.F. CHRON. (May 26, 1983), at 26 (speaking about the Elgin Marbles).
social bonds among its peoples through a shared understanding of their collective past.\textsuperscript{60}

Accordingly, maintaining cultural property inside a country may help that country craft its own historical narrative.\textsuperscript{61} Across the globe, cultural heritage preservation has been an essential tool in maintaining a nation’s internal image. For example, Balkan countries used surviving historical narratives and remnants of cultural property from medieval times to craft a national narrative of independence based on the opposition of their former medieval kingdoms to the yoke of the Ottoman Empire in the nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{62} To reinforce a sense of continuity with its longstanding Christian tradition, Ethiopia promoted the churches of Lalibela, perhaps the most iconic of Ethiopia’s medieval churches, through media and political rhetoric.\textsuperscript{63} Meanwhile, Mexico has long used protective policies such as preservation of its cultural sites (e.g., Chichen Itza and Monte Albán) and the commission of monuments to its indigenous cultural heritage (e.g., the Monument to Cuauhtémoc in Mexico City) to encourage connections with its pre-Hispanic past and its indigenous peoples, such as the Aztecs, Mayans, and Zapotecs.\textsuperscript{64}

In contrast, a lack of connection to cultural identity can be harmful on a personal\textsuperscript{65} and societal level,\textsuperscript{66} and the lack of a cohesive cultural narrative can be especially powerful in post-colonial contexts.\textsuperscript{67} For example, the cultures of the Maasai of Kenya and the Himbas of Namibia have often been portrayed in a distorted colonized context, which can be determinative of how Kenyans and Namibians, as well as the outside world, see these peoples.\textsuperscript{68} As education professors Ladislaus Semali and Tutalni Asino put it,
anthropologists’ interest in developing their portrayals of these peoples “was in the ‘other,’ not the ‘self.’”

The disappearance of a country’s cultural property, or the assignment of an otherized meaning to it, only contributes to the fracturing or loss of a people’s narrative. Instead, cultural property can and should be harnessed to create local counter narratives, as it has been in the Balkans, Ethiopia, and Mexico.

On the other hand, before those narratives are embedded in the local psyche, a major reason for the looting of cultural property is the fact that local residents often feel no real connection with the antiquities that surround them, which contributes to a willingness to sell off cultural property as a living. Yet cultural property is essential in “tell[ing] us who we are and where we came from.” It is the memory of a society. And the cultural identity it creates can also be essential in connecting disparate peoples, in turn helping to generate wealth, maintain political stability, and lower crime.

3. Countering Extremist Groups and Crime

The sale of cultural property usually lines criminals’ pockets, and a state’s maintenance of its cultural property can therefore help to dry up a funding source for criminals and terrorists. Although the exact relationship between the illicit trade in cultural property and terrorism is still being debated, the sale of cultural property provides clear opportunities for extremist

69. Id. at 35.
71. See Semali & Asino, supra note 68, at 28.
72. See, e.g., Roger Atwood, Stealing History: Tomb Raiders, Smugglers, and the Looting of the Ancient World 57–58 (2004) (describing how the historical movements of people in Peru led to current locals having no connection to the historical inhabitants of those areas); Sharon Waxman, Loot: The Battle Over Stolen Treasures of the Ancient World 142 (2008) (explaining that the modern residents of Turkey have no direct link with the ancient civilizations that once existed there); Tom Mueller, How Tomb Raiders Are Stealing Our History, NAT’L GEOGRAPHIC (June 2016), https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2016/06/looting-ancient-blood-antiquities (discussing how local Egyptian populations often feel no connection to the ancient artifacts they sell).
73. See, e.g., Mueller, supra note 72.
75. Merryman, supra note 70.
76. See de las Casas, supra note 60.
groups to exploit. For example, the Islamic State made millions of dollars from the illicit sale of antiquities to fuel its insurgency in Syria and Iraq. It took full advantage of the global demand for cultural property—both on the black market and on online platforms such as eBay and Facebook—to fund not only its caliphate, but also devastating terrorist attacks across the globe. The sale and destruction of cultural property has also been used as propaganda by terrorist groups such as the Ansar Dine in Mali and the Taliban in Afghanistan.

Even where the cultural property trade has not been linked to an outright insurgency, it has frequently been linked to organized criminal networks such as gangs and local warlords. Indeed, there is often a connection between the illicit cultural property trade and organized crime. Although media has tended to misleadingly focus on the illicit antiquities trade within international criminal networks, the presence of organized domestic crime, such as armed paramilitary groups in Cambodia in the last decades of the twentieth century, is almost always a factor. Even when some aspect of the cultural property trade is legal, its lucrative nature tends to drive a lack of accountability between the government and the people, an

79. Pringle, supra note 32; see also ISIL and Antiquities Trafficking, supra note 32.
82. See, e.g., Mackenzie & Davis, supra note 24, at 729, 732 (discussing the northwest smuggling channel out of Cambodia, including the regional brokers and organized criminals who purchased from the brokers).
84. These groups actively looted cultural property complexes. Mackenzie & Davis, supra note 24, at 730.
85. Blythe Bowman Proulx, Organized Criminal Involvement in the Illicit Antiquities Trade, 14 TRENDS IN ORGANIZED CRIME 1, 17, 24 (Oct. 2010). That is, organized domestic criminals can and do sell cultural property internationally, too.
exacerbation of disparities in wealth, and even wars over access to cultural property. 86

Terrorism and related acts undermine democratic rule. 87 Organized crime kills just as many people as armed conflicts each year. 88 The profitable existence of terrorist, insurgent, and criminal groups is starkly opposed to a country’s interest in rule of law and stability. Therefore, it is in countries’ security interests to prevent the use of cultural property as a vehicle for funding extremist groups and local criminal organizations.

C. Reasons for a Country’s Inability or Unwillingness to Protect Its Cultural Property

There are clear benefits to preserving a country’s cultural property. Yet the major problem for many developing countries is not a lack of willpower, but a lack of the finances necessary to prevent cultural property from leaving.

Other, more pressing crimes often draw scant resources away from the protection of cultural property, 89 and there is a general lack of funds to protect archaeological sites. 90 Developing countries frequently do not have the budget to enforce cultural property laws or protect existing treasures, 91 let alone to prevent the smuggling of newly unearthed artifacts. For example, India spends less than 1% of its budget on culture, much less than countries such as France and the United Kingdom, resulting in poor maintenance of its existing museums. 92

86. See Stewart M. Patrick, Why Natural Resources Are a Curse on Developing Countries and How to Fix It, ATLANTIC (Apr. 30, 2012), https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2012/04/why-natural-resources-are-a-curse-on-developing-countries-and-how-to-fix-it/256508 (noting these issues for countries rich in natural resources, whose trade raises issues similar to those in the trade of cultural property).
89. Borodkin, supra note 30, at 384.
90. See Michael M. Ames, Cannibal Tours and Glass Boxes: The Anthropology of Museums xv (1992) (stating that some developing countries like India may not be able to afford as many museums as is desirable to accommodate their growing populations and extensive histories); see also Borodkin, supra note 30, at 384.
91. See James Ede, Ethics, the Antiquities Trade, and Archaeology, 7 INT’L J. CULTURAL PROPERTY 128, 128 (1998) (“[L]ess money is available in artifact-rich nations, many of which are developing countries, for the conservation and security of national collections.”).
92. See Park, supra note 3, at 934 (speaking generally about developing countries).
The lack of funds to staff guards, in particular, has led to thefts of artifacts from museums and archaeological sites in developing countries. For example, in the wake of the Arab Spring, the number of guards provided by the Egyptian government to protect archaeological sites plummeted, as did the pay, which was not even enough to support a single person. Looting followed.

A related issue is the lack of a skilled workforce and of the technological capabilities to implement modern security measures. Modern collections should, as a best practice, be electronically documented to facilitate audits of their contents, which is difficult if there is not proper technical expertise. Other best practices adopted by the Cultural Properties Council of ASIS International and the American Alliance of Museums for museum security include electronic key card access and electronic intrusion detection systems, which, in addition to their cost, also require expertise to install and maintain.

It is, naturally, even more difficult to have effective security measures in the case of yet undiscovered cultural property. Since this cultural property has not been discovered, it has no chance to be electronically documented as national cultural property, which makes it more difficult for countries to determine whether a loss has occurred or to find the property in the future. There is also an enforcement problem among importing countries, at least in the United States, since to prevent an import the government must prove that the cultural property was stolen, which is near impossible for a recent discovery with no documentation. The Islamic State has used this dilemma to great effect, encouraging subsistence digging to uncover new artifacts that it can sell more easily with no available documentation on the black market.

Note, however, that even if the funding and expertise did exist to better guard museums and archaeological sites from casual theft, crime networks

95. Id.
100. Shabi, supra note 98.
and semi-autonomous groups often have the power to resist enforcement. Likewise, while a museum may be secure in a stable country, during periods of civil unrest, the ability for cultural property to leave the country increases. When security forces have their attention drawn to protests or uprisings or outright war, there is often lower cultural property protection, as in Syria due to its ongoing civil war. Perhaps the best-known example of this phenomenon is the looting of the Iraq Museum in the wake of the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003, which resulted in thousands of artifacts disappearing, including the famous Warka vase of ancient Sumer.

III. ALTERNATIVES FOR PROTECTING CULTURAL PROPERTY

Currently, there are two primary peacetime multilateral agreements on cultural property, detailed in more depth in Part IV: the UNESCO Convention and the UNIDROIT Convention. Nevertheless, cultural property theft is still a large problem, and both Conventions have faced criticisms for their shortcomings. Consequently, to rectify the international legal system’s apparently inadequate cultural property protections, scholars have suggested abolition of the Conventions, creation of a third convention to overcome these shortcomings, or other alternatives. But while these proposals may have some merit, they ignore the benefits the existing Conventions would provide if they achieved greater ratification. As a result, this note suggests that the international community’s primary focus should be on securing broader ratification of those agreements.

A. Destruct of the Two Conventions or a New Convention

Two suggestions that have gained traction for better protecting cultural property are to abolish the UNESCO and UNIDROIT Conventions or to institute a third cultural property convention that supplements the current two.

101. See Borgstede, supra note 83, at 285; see also Mackenzie & Davis, supra note 24, at 729, 732 (describing the workings of one criminal smuggling network in Cambodia).
102. See, e.g., Clemens D. Reichel, Lost Treasures from Iraq, in ORIENTAL INSTITUTE ANNUAL REPORT: 2004–05 74 (Gil J. Stein ed., 2005).
104. See generally CATASTROPHE! THE LOOTING AND DESTRUCTION OF IRAQ’S PAST (Geoff Emberling & Katharyn Hanson eds., 2008).
105. Veres, supra note 8, at 93. There is also the Hague Convention, which covers the protection of cultural property during international war. It has 133 States Parties but only restricts the actions of state signatories (and only when they are at war with each other). Hague Convention, supra note 12, at 254. Non-state actors such as Al-Qaeda or the Islamic State cannot be signatories and are not covered by it. See id.
106. See, e.g., John Alan Cohan, An Examination of Archaeological Ethics and the Repatriation Movement Respecting Cultural Property (Part Two), 28 ENVIRONS 1, 8 (2004).
107. See infra Part III.A and III.B.
It is indeed true that the UNESCO and UNIDROIT Conventions are fallible. But are they flawed enough to pass over entirely? Furthermore, would it even be possible to create a new treaty?

Jeanette Greenfield’s criticisms of the UNESCO Convention in 1996 still largely hold true: The Convention only covers recorded cultural property, the scope of its protection is unclear, restitution under the Convention can take years, and there are no formal means to resolve disputes between States Parties.¹⁰⁸ Eric Posner has argued that the UNESCO Convention has failed to erode the black market in illicit antiquities, and the entire regime should be abolished.¹⁰⁹ Yet there have been successful returns of cultural property under the UNESCO Convention.¹¹⁰ Indeed, the UNESCO Convention was the primary vehicle used to recover hundreds of stolen artifacts in the last two years.¹¹¹ Hence, even though enforcement is not perfect, the UNESCO Convention has had, as will be detailed below, some positive effects.¹¹² Even some effect is better than none.

Other articles have advocated instead for the creation of a third agreement that would solve the shortcomings of the UNESCO and UNIDROIT Conventions. Zsuzsanna Veres advocates for an agreement that better compromises between the needs of source and market countries,¹¹³ and Edward Cottrell argues for an agreement that creates a specialized dispute resolution body.¹¹⁴ But creating a new cultural property convention would require exactly the kind of compromise that these critics believe renders the existing treaties insufficient: To gain market country signatories, a new convention will have to pander to their interests, just as, in a compromise with market country signatories over the creation of a restitution mechanism lacking in the UNESCO Convention, the UNIDROIT Convention places more of the burdens and costs of litigation on source countries, as discussed below.

It is also important to note that many of the weaknesses of the UNESCO Convention were meant to be countered by the UNIDROIT Convention. Posner disregards the important fact that the UNIDROIT Convention operates in conjunction with the UNESCO Convention. Veres and Edward Cottrell do address the UNIDROIT Convention but move on to their

---


¹¹¹. See e.g., _id._ (indicating that in seven instances, parties acquired restitution for a total of hundreds of cultural objects in 2018 and 2019).

¹¹². See infra Part IV.B.


proposed additions rather than analyzing the particular benefits the Convention already has for developing countries. \(^{115}\) Unlike these earlier scholars, this note suggests that an adequate protection of cultural property depends upon states adhering to both Conventions, as the UNIDROIT Convention was meant to rectify many of the shortcomings of the UNESCO Convention.

This is not to say that the combination of the two Conventions is a perfect solution. The UNIDROIT Convention does place more burdens and costs on source countries to litigate their claims, as discussed below, \(^{116}\) and it is severely undermined by the low number of signatories. \(^{117}\) However, to get market countries to agree to the UNIDROIT Convention, it was necessary to split the costs to some degree. A compromise was necessary to create a proper restitution mechanism, which the UNESCO Convention lacked.

Creating a new cultural property convention would require a similar compromise. In contrast, it is a remarkably good deal for source countries that practically every major market country has already signed onto the UNESCO Convention and that a number of them, including China, France, and Spain, have signed onto the UNIDROIT Convention as well. \(^{118}\) It is possible to draft a new cultural property treaty that creates an international arbitration process for the restitution of cultural property, one that places greater obligations on market countries, and that establishes penalties for not complying with the articles of the convention, \(^{119}\) but the odds of such a convention being accepted by the community of nations are low without significant compromises from source countries. \(^{120}\)

In any case, important as these suggestions may be, they skip the question of whether the UNESCO and UNIDROIT Conventions, as they currently stand, offer enough benefits for developing countries to become States Parties. \(^{121}\) Indeed, there is no reason why a third convention, if it could be adopted, could not work in coordination with the already existing UNESCO and UNIDROIT Conventions, which are readily available for ratification now. The prospect of an even better convention does not remove the availa-

\(^{115}\) See Veres, supra note 8, at 100–02; Cottrell, supra note 8, at 631–39.

\(^{116}\) See infra Part IV.F.

\(^{117}\) UNIDROIT Convention on Stolen or Illegally Exported Cultural Objects (Rome, 1995)—Status, UNIDROIT, https://www.unidroit.org/status-cp (last updated Dec. 2, 2019) (fifty-eight states have signed the Convention and only forty-eight have implemented it).

\(^{118}\) Id.

\(^{119}\) See, e.g., Cottrell, supra note 8, at 648; Veres, supra note 8, at 111–13 (both suggesting new international treaties to protect cultural property).

\(^{120}\) See Cottrell, supra note 8, at 657.

\(^{121}\) Though Veres and Cottrell do address the UNIDROIT Convention, they do not do so in any analytical depth; they move directly on to their proposed additions rather than analyze the particular benefits for developing countries. See Veres, supra note 8, at 100–02; Cottrell, supra note 8, at 631–39.
bility of using currently available ones, especially since they provide significant benefits to developing countries.

B. Other Alternatives

Instead of crafting a new convention, one scholar has suggested using another existing international treaty, the United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime (“UNTOC”), to fill gaps in the UNESCO and UNIDROIT Conventions. Some others have even proposed that source countries sell off their cultural property through a state auction system.

Greg Borgstede describes how UNTOC could be used to protect cultural property. Notably, though UNTOC can help enforce the protection of cultural property, it does not explicitly address cultural property in the same detail as the UNESCO and UNIDROIT Conventions. Its lack of specificity allows for varying interpretations by different states. Borgstede explains that one of the best reasons to use UNTOC as a tool for cultural property protection is this convention’s broad membership network. Yet one may achieve the same advantage by increasing ratification of the UNESCO and UNIDROIT Conventions. Of course, fully employing the UNESCO and UNIDROIT Conventions does not mean that UNTOC cannot be used too. Instead, they could be used as complementary methods; but moving straight to UNTOC while ignoring UNESCO and UNIDROIT leaves substantial benefits for developing countries on the table.

Alternatively, Lisa Borodkin has suggested that countries publicly auction off their cultural property and create a regulated market instead of an illicit one. This solution would offer the benefit of directly undercutting the illicit market and its associated ills by creating a new, legally regulated market, and it has been suggested for other illegal activities that have connections to associated crime, such as the sale and consumption of marijuana. This solution is problematic, however, in that it only addresses the state’s desire to cut off the criminal funding provided by theft of cultural
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property, disregarding the benefits a state receives from maintaining its cultural property, as discussed above. 130

IV. INTERNATIONAL LAW PROTECTIONS: UNESCO CONVENTION AND UNIDROIT CONVENTION

In sum, the existing scholarship provides creative solutions, but it has overlooked the benefits provided by the existing UNESCO and UNIDROIT Conventions. Increasing the number of parties to the UNESCO and UNIDROIT Conventions could bring untapped international support to countries trying to maintain their cultural property. This part will discuss the legal requirements and remedies, benefits for developing countries, and shortcomings of the UNESCO and the UNIDROIT Conventions. While the UNESCO and UNIDROIT Conventions are undersubscribed by source countries and there are valid shortcomings in both treaties, this part concludes that they provide substantial benefits to developing countries and therefore suggests that international protection of cultural property would be enhanced if developing countries sign onto the UNESCO and UNIDROIT Conventions as they currently stand.

A. UNESCO Convention Overview

UNESCO established the Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property in 1970. 131 The States Parties to the UNESCO Convention recognize that the illicit transfer of cultural property from countries impoverishes their cultural heritage and that international cooperation is the best defense against such losses. 132

By agreeing to the UNESCO Convention, States Parties undertake to oppose the illicit trade of cultural property. 133 This obligation cuts both ways: States Parties must take steps both to prevent the exportation of their own cultural property and to prevent the importation of cultural property from other countries. 134 The obligation to prevent unlawful exportation requires a State Party to set up a national service dedicated to the protection of cultural heritage. 135 This national service drafts laws and regulations to protect cultural property, maintains a list of known national cultural property,

130. See supra Part II.B.
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133. Id. art. 2(2). A State Party to a treaty “is a country that has ratified or acceded to that particular treaty, and is therefore legally bound by the provisions in the instrument.” Introduction to the Convention of the Rights of the Child: Definition of Key Terms Used in the UN Treaty Collection, UNICEF, https://www.unicef.org/french/crc/files/Definitions.pdf (last visited Apr. 24, 2020).
134. See UNESCO Convention, supra note 9, art. 3.
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and promotes the institutional preservation and presentation of cultural property. It also is responsible for organizing excavations, establishing ethical rules for dealers and curators in accordance with the Convention, taking steps to develop respect for all cultural heritages, and publicizing the disappearance of any cultural property. To prevent unlawful exportation a State Party is obliged to certify lawful exportations of cultural property.

States Parties also have a duty to prevent the importation of illegal cultural property from other States Parties, particularly cultural property stolen from another State Party’s museums, religious or secular monuments, and similar sites. Notably, this duty only applies to imports from other States Parties, not from all countries. As part of this requirement, a State Party must ban its museums and similar institutions from acquiring new cultural property illicitly taken from another State Party and must inform the country of origin if such property is recovered. A State Party may also request that another State Party take steps to recover and return improperly-acquired cultural property imported after the Convention was implemented in both States. A State Party may even send a general request to other States Parties to protect its cultural property if that property is in jeopardy of being pillaged, and responding countries must act in concert with the requesting nation to “determine and carry out concrete measures,” including taking provisional measures to prevent irreparable damage to the cultural property in question. Moreover, a State Party must comply with another State Party’s classification of its cultural property as inalienable for import purposes. This means that a State Party can declare what constitutes cultural property under the ambit of the Convention’s protections and declare that any, or even all, of its cultural property cannot be legally removed from within its borders, and importing countries must refuse to admit that property in response.
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The UNESCO Convention also has several procedures to protect the cultural property of countries and territories that are under a temporary or permanent occupation. The Convention explicitly provides that a State Party is obligated not only to protect its own cultural property but also to protect the property of any territories that are under that country’s political leadership. At the time of accession to the Convention, States Parties must consult with the local authorities in territories they occupy with the specific goal of having the Convention apply in these territories. Additionally, the Convention prohibits the transfer of ownership of cultural property “under compulsion arising directly or indirectly from the occupation of a country by a foreign power.”

Under the Convention, UNESCO also has a consulting and dispute resolution role. Any State Party may call on UNESCO to help offer information, education, expert advice, and coordination on cultural property identification and protection. If two States Parties in a cultural property dispute agree, UNESCO may also serve as an arbitrator in the dispute.

In sum, the UNESCO Convention primarily restricts the importation of one State Party’s cultural property by another, and this framework has been effective. The Convention’s import restrictions have led to the restitution of hundreds of pieces of stolen cultural property that have been detained upon importation. It has also led museums and collectors to change their policies to be more cautious toward acquiring cultural property.

B. Benefits of the UNESCO Convention for Developing Countries

For source countries, which are often developing countries, the UNESCO Convention provides significant advantages. First, the UNESCO Convention improves international responses to cultural property theft by fighting against illicit trade through forced transparency and codified legal obligations for States Parties. Additionally, the Convention is particularly devised to benefit source countries, and it sets enforcement obligations in accordance with each country’s economic means. Finally, the Convention’s strength grows with its number of States Parties. Although more universal
accession would not completely eliminate licit or illicit trade in cultural property, increased Convention membership would help limit the scope and extent of the trade and impose legal investigatory obligations on States Parties.

First, the UNESCO Convention improves transparency for the trade in cultural properties among its signatories. To understand why, look to the mechanics of the broader art market, which contribute to the illicit trade in cultural properties. The art auction system, for example, operates on anonymity and opaqueness; at an auction, it is incredibly hard to know what is for sale and who owns what. Moreover, the antiquities black market is a complex system of middlemen and obfuscation. This opacity, coupled with the frequency of sales transactions, can make identifying that any particular object has been illegally moved from its source country impossible for the final purchaser. The UNESCO Convention seeks to ameliorate this problem by requiring antique dealers to maintain a register of the price, provenance (or path of origin), and description of traded cultural property.

Second, the Convention, by obliging States Parties to prevent the illicit import of cultural property into their territories and the illicit trade of cultural property inside their territories, prompts active monitoring of the trade in cultural property. For example, the United States passed the Cultural Property Implementation Act (“CPIA”) to implement and enforce its UNESCO Convention obligations. Under the CPIA, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (“CBP”) and U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (“ICE”) are responsible for stopping illicit cultural property trade at the bor-
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CBP is effectively the front line, with the ability to search, detain, and seize suspect property.\textsuperscript{164} ICE handles investigations, including looking into whether individuals or institutions are illegally importing cultural property into the United States.\textsuperscript{165} This system has been effective at catching cultural property theft. A high profile example is the 2017 case against Hobby Lobby for attempting to import stolen Iraqi cultural property.\textsuperscript{166} The violation was uncovered by CBP, investigated by ICE, and then litigated by the Justice Department.\textsuperscript{167}

The United States is not alone in successfully finding illicitly-traded cultural property and returning it to its country of origin. UNESCO maintains a lengthy tab of Convention success stories.\textsuperscript{168} Recent returns include the Netherlands repatriating a mosaic to Cyprus; Kuwait returning a coffin lid to Egypt; and Germany, Italy, and Switzerland collectively repatriating pre-Colombian archaeological objects to Guatemala.\textsuperscript{169} While non-Convention member countries are of course also capable of repatriating stolen property when they find it, the Convention provides source countries with actual commitments rather than the mere goodwill of a market country.

Another benefit for developing countries is that accession to the UNESCO Convention does not impose substantial new costs on them. Article 2 of the UNESCO Convention simply mandates that States Parties “undertake to oppose such practices with the means at their disposal.”\textsuperscript{170} While the ambiguity of the term “means” might allow some States Parties to shirk their duties, UNESCO’s long list of Convention-brokered success stories suggests that many states are treating their commitments solemnly. At the same time, the phrasing of article 2 reflects the reality of the developed-developing country dichotomy: Developing countries often do not have the
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resources to actively patrol their borders,\(^\text{171}\) which is one of the reasons for the existence of the illicit cultural property trade in the first place. The UNESCO Convention, by calibrating required expenses to each party’s economic “means,” purposefully encourages developing countries to take advantage of its protections by placing a higher burden on wealthier countries. In addition, it is a sound policy choice to invest in some level of cultural property protection, for the reasons detailed above in Part II.B, so the UNESCO Convention requirement just codifies what is in practice beneficial for developing countries.\(^\text{172}\) And while there are certainly costs associated with maintaining a cultural property database,\(^\text{173}\) monitoring trade and illicit activities,\(^\text{174}\) and establishing ethical rules and educational initiatives,\(^\text{175}\) these requirements are relatively inexpensive compared to the amount developed countries spend on protecting cultural property.\(^\text{176}\)

Finally, the goal of the UNESCO Convention is that collective action by all the signatories will help solve the problem.\(^\text{177}\) There are 140 States Parties to the UNESCO Convention as of December 2019.\(^\text{178}\) This leaves over fifty countries recognized by the United Nations that are not parties to the Convention. Surprisingly, while there are a few wealthy countries such as Ireland and Israel that have not accepted the Convention, the vast majority of non-signatories are from the developing world, particularly in the Caribbean, the Pacific, and Africa.\(^\text{179}\) As these countries are more likely to be
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the source of illicitly traded properties than their market, they actually have the most to gain from signing onto the UNESCO Convention.

C. Shortcomings of the UNESCO Convention for Developing Countries

Because the Convention imposes more stringent obligations on market countries, it is understandable that some would reject the Convention, but it is less clear why source countries would reject it. However, while the UNESCO Convention does provide benefits for cultural property protection, particularly for developing countries, it is not without its problems. The Convention does not have any enforcement or recovery mechanisms outside of those its member states choose to implement, it allows state reservations, and it is not retroactive. These shortcomings could help explain the reluctance of some countries to sign onto the UNESCO Convention, as could economic reasons and a lack of awareness of the full range of the Convention’s benefits.

Perhaps the greatest weakness of the UNESCO Convention is that it does not create any domestic or international procedures for enforcing its obligations. It does not stipulate a domestic court remedy for cultural property theft, nor does it create an international enforcement and dispute resolution system akin to that of other international treaties such as the WTO. However, it is worth considering why a country would sign on to the UNESCO Convention if it had no desire to intervene in the illicit cultural property trade. Likely, it would not. Indeed, the fact that most major market countries have ratified the UNESCO Convention and have enforced their Convention obligations shows that it has some vitality even without mandatory enforcement mechanisms.

An additional weakness is that States Parties can register reservations to the Convention at the time of their acceptance, which can create a patch-
work of varying obligations from state to state. For example, Australia took a reservation to article 10 of the Convention, which requires states to oblige antique dealers to maintain registers of their items. But while the ability to register reservations could weaken the protections of the Convention, all reservations to date place limitations only at the outer bounds of the treaty, like Australia’s reservation, instead of declining to follow its core commitments. Furthermore, treaty reservations are permitted by the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties precisely to allow the international community to maximize the number of signatories to a multilateral treaty without gutting the core of that treaty.

Another reason why source countries have been reluctant to sign onto the UNESCO Convention is because it does not apply retroactively. While non-retroactivity is standard with international treaties, it is problematic in the context of cultural property because it does not provide any recovery for the large amount of cultural property taken from countries in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries under the aegis of colonialism and imperialism. Still, this does not nullify the benefits of at least having restitution going forward.

Economics may also factor in. Even though the Convention limits implementation to what is within a country’s economic “means,” costs could still be a deterrent. Furthermore, the UNESCO Convention does require States Parties to pay “just compensation” to innocent purchasers, which creates a financial burden on States Parties who are only recovering what was illicitly removed from their territories. While the Convention does provide assistance from other States Parties to monitor imports and catch illicit
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movements of cultural property, there is undoubtedly still a cost for developing countries.\textsuperscript{193}

It is also possible that it is not a fault in the Convention, but rather its entire purpose, with which a country takes issue. A country’s government may favor selling cultural property, even knowing that it is not in the long-term interests of the country. For example, in the midst of the ongoing civil war in Syria, the Assad government is suspected of taking bribes to facilitate the exportation of cultural property, if not actively supporting such exportation.\textsuperscript{194} India has also suggested eliminating government-issued licenses for antiquities dealers, although it should be noted that this is highly controversial.\textsuperscript{195}

Finally, a lack of awareness of the extent of the benefits provided by the UNESCO Convention or apathy towards cultural property protection could also explain some countries’ reluctance to sign onto the Convention, especially if other, more pressing socioeconomic concerns are considered. In developing countries, cultural property protection may not be competitive with more pressing issues such as food security, ecological problems due to climate change, financial weakness,\textsuperscript{196} or the need for sustainable development.\textsuperscript{197} Even developed countries often do not prioritize cultural property protection, as shown by the United States-led coalition’s treatment of cultural property in Iraq during the 2003 invasion and its aftermath.\textsuperscript{198} Countries could also simply not be aware of how the benefits of the UNESCO Convention militate in favor of accession.

D. UNIDROIT Convention Overview

While the UNESCO Convention laid the groundwork for the protection of designated cultural property by instituting rules that would mitigate its flow to market countries, the UNIDROIT Convention, adopted in 1995, supplements the UNESCO Convention by contemplating rules for the return
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of any cultural property that unlawfully leaves a source country. The obligation to return cultural property is particularly important to developing countries. The UNIDROIT Convention requires owners to return any cultural property, however obtained, to its country of origin if the law of that country considers the ownership invalid and that country is a State Party to the Convention. Moreover, the source country is not required to have previously specified the object as cultural property, as it must under the UNESCO Convention. This expansion is crucial, as cultural property is often privately owned or previously unexcavated, which makes it particularly difficult to repatriate under the UNESCO Convention alone.

The UNIDROIT Convention homes in on cultural property that a market country has failed to stop at the border and return as required under the country’s UNESCO Convention obligations. In these situations, the UNIDROIT Convention permits a State Party to request that the importing state’s domestic courts—or, if the states agree, another court or arbitral panel—order the return of any cultural property that was illegally exported. To succeed, the state claimant must prove a violation of its laws “regulating the export of cultural objects for the purpose of protecting its cultural heritage.”

The UNIDROIT Convention thus expands the scope of cultural property that is protected and provides for judicial recovery of stolen property not present in the UNESCO Convention. This recovery mechanism gives the
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UNIDROIT Convention teeth the UNESCO Convention lacks, rather than just relying on States Parties’ own compliance or lack thereof.\textsuperscript{208}

E. Benefits of the UNIDROIT Convention for Developing Countries

While the UNESCO Convention focuses primarily on monitoring, the UNIDROIT Convention is directed at the restitution process. While repatriations have been successfully achieved under the UNESCO Convention, as detailed above,\textsuperscript{209} the UNIDROIT Convention attempts to fill gaps left by the UNESCO Convention by “reduc[ing] illicit traffic in cultural objects by expanding the rights upon which return of such objects can be sought, and by widening the scope of objects subject to its provisions.”\textsuperscript{210} The UNIDROIT Convention establishes a restitution procedure in domestic courts, one with a low burden of proof for countries of origin, and without reservations, creating a uniform system.

Although the UNIDROIT Convention is not costless, it does attempt to create processes that will benefit developing countries more than the default domestic court procedures that would exist without it. Like the UNESCO Convention, the UNIDROIT Convention does not create an international dispute resolution body, but, as mentioned above, the UNIDROIT Convention does explicitly authorize member states to petition the courts of other States Parties for the return of cultural property, and it establishes procedures for this.\textsuperscript{211} As discussed more below, if an object is found to be of significant cultural importance to the requesting state, the courts of the recipient State Party must order its return.\textsuperscript{212}

There are no examples of UNIDROIT, or domestic implementing legislation, being directly invoked to successfully recover cultural property. However, there are examples of UNIDROIT-like procedures being successfully utilized in cultural property recovery. While the United States is not a State Party to the UNIDROIT Convention, it does have a similar cultural property protection regime through a series of bilateral agreements.\textsuperscript{213} The domestic court procedures established by that system have successfully re-
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turned cultural property or prompted out of court settlements, highlighting the potential benefit of the UNIDROIT Convention’s domestic court procedures.

Another benefit of the UNIDROIT Convention is that the burden of proof in UNIDROIT restitution cases is low. A State Party source country can require return of an object if its removal is found to significantly impair the physical preservation of the object or its context . . . the integrity of a complex object . . . the preservation of information of, for example, a scientific or historical character . . . the traditional or ritual use of the object by a tribal or indigenous community, or [if the State Party] establishes that the object is of significant cultural importance for the requesting state.

What constitutes a “significant” impairment is left undefined by the UNIDROIT Convention, creating a flexible standard to be liberally invoked by source countries. Once this standard is met, the UNIDROIT Convention places a duty on the courts of the state where the possessor is located to obtain custody of the object and send it back to its home country. Thus, the UNIDROIT Convention attempts to diminish the costs for the country of origin to regain the lost object. In the absence of these UNIDROIT provisions, some recoveries would be even more costly or even impossible. By extending the source country’s reach to the possessor’s courts, the UNIDROIT Convention creates a greater benefit to developing countries.

The UNIDROIT Convention also prohibits reservations, creating the possibility for a uniform set of cultural property protection rules across the globe. Though the black market in cultural property is global, since most cultural property is sold to wealthier countries, poorer nations are the prime beneficiaries of these Convention commitments. Naturally, the strength of this international policing system grows as more countries sign on and accede to the Conventions. With a more uniform international sys-
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tem of restitution, deterrence will increase, and the illicit cultural property market will suffer.\textsuperscript{220}

F. Shortcomings of the UNIDROIT Convention for Developing Countries

Although the UNIDROIT Convention does address and correct for some of the shortcomings of the UNESCO Convention, it is still far from perfect. Like the UNESCO Convention, the UNIDROIT Convention does not apply retroactively. Moreover, its statute of limitations restricts recovery, and unknowing possessors of cultural objects are entitled to compensation for returning the objects to their rightful state owners. Its low number of signatories also undermines its effectiveness.

First, the UNIDROIT Convention, like the UNESCO Convention, is not retroactive. It applies only to cultural objects that are illegally exported after a state signs onto the Convention.\textsuperscript{221} While non-retroactivity is the norm in international treaties, the inability to recover, or to seek recovery for, the large amount of cultural property taken through colonialism and imperialism is problematic.\textsuperscript{222} But, just as under the UNESCO Convention, this problem does not nullify the benefits of at least having restitution procedures going forward.

In addition, there are time limits on when claims can be established under the UNIDROIT Convention framework. First, and least objectionable, is the Convention’s primary statute of limitations, which creates a three-year window for a claim, starting when the country of origin knows the location of the cultural property and the identity of its possessor.\textsuperscript{223} While this statute of limitations may not be unusual or necessarily overly problematic, the UNIDROIT Convention also states that claims can (almost) never be brought fifty years after a theft.\textsuperscript{224} Thus, if an illicit purchaser successfully hides the cultural object for this fifty year period, it is no longer be recoverable. The UNIDROIT Convention does carve out an exception for cultural objects that are an “integral part” of an identified monument or archaeological site, for which only the three-year knowledge statute of limitations applies\textsuperscript{225} but this is subject to a further carveout that still allows recipient countries to opt-in to imposing a seventy-five year post-theft limit on
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claims. Furthermore, if an object was exported in the fifty years following the death of its creator, it is not protected unless an indigenous community created it for traditional or ritual use. This range of limitations on recovery shrinks the breadth of restitution available under the UNIDROIT Convention.

Perhaps the greatest issue, however, is that if the possessor should not reasonably have known that the object was stolen cultural property, he is entitled to the court-determined “fair and reasonable compensation” from the requesting state. While not necessarily rising to the object’s purchase price, this compensation may include the costs of returning the object to its home country. Placing this cost on source countries could dissuade them from pursuing claims.

Still, this language is self-limiting; the amount to be paid in exchange for the cultural object is only that which is “fair and reasonable,” and this compensation must only be paid if the possessor did not know or should not have reasonably known that the object was stolen. Courts can also choose to include a due diligence standard for any award of compensation, which would heighten the possessor’s burden. There is also an alternative to providing any compensation at all: Allowing the possessor to retain ownership of the re-housed object or to transfer the ownership to someone residing in the object’s home country pursuant to an agreement with the requesting country. While this does provide an alternative if countries cannot afford “fair and reasonable” compensation, it is not primed for cultural property protection, which makes it controversial.

Furthermore, though source countries benefit from the ability to bring suits, the UNIDROIT Convention does not adequately address the potentially high costs of litigation or arbitration, which may still be prohibitive if courts allocate even what might be considered a reasonable portion of the expenses to source countries.
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At present, the UNIDROIT Convention’s strength is severely undercut by its low number of signatories. Unlike the UNESCO Convention, the UNIDROIT Convention has not been adopted by most of the world. As of December 2019, only fifty-eight states had signed the Convention, and only forty-eight had implemented it. Both major markets for the cultural property trade, such as the United States and the United Kingdom, and source countries, such as Egypt and Turkey, have not signed. But despite this limitation, the UNIDROIT Convention is a step toward better regulating the cultural property market.

V. Conclusion

This note was an attempt to show the problems arising from the illicit trade in cultural property and to offer the best available solution. While developing countries’ accession to the UNESCO and UNIDROIT Conventions alone will not solve the problem of the illicit cultural property trade entirely, and options for improved future multilateral agreements remain, the protections provided by the Conventions remain an accessible and underutilized option. Signing onto these Conventions can help states build their tourism industries, preserve their cultural heritage, and combat crime.

In particular, in the absence of another instrument with stronger protections or another mechanism for the restitution of cultural property, increased ratification of the UNESCO and UNIDROIT Conventions would grant source country States Parties the enforcement benefits of the import regulations and domestic court systems of market country States Parties. Furthermore, these Conventions would be better able to combat the illicit trade in cultural property if their memberships increase. Moreover, accession to these Conventions does not impose substantial costs on the potential members and the provisions of the Conventions are indeed made to benefit developing countries specifically in many ways. In addition, since the Conventions are not retroactive, there is an incentive for States Parties to sign onto them sooner rather than later.

Finally, it is worth restating that signing these agreements would not constrain member states from contemplating alternative mechanisms with greater protections. Member states could still enter into bilateral treaties
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with more stringent commitments and protection mechanisms. Moreover, countries could still adopt stricter domestic regulations. For example, Turkey adopted a complete ban on the exportation of any antiquities from the country. And a future or additional international agreement, as contemplated above, could be applied in combination with the UNESCO and UNIDROIT Conventions. Indeed, when it was drafted, the UNIDROIT Convention was meant to extend the scope of the existing UNESCO Convention, suggesting that future improvements are not outside of the spirit of these two Conventions. Therefore, accession to these Conventions is a ready, underutilized option for developing countries to better protect their cultural property.

239. For example, the implementing legislation for the UNESCO Convention in the United States, the Cultural Property Implementation Act (“CPIA”), enforces the limits that appear in the UNESCO Convention, such as on artifacts taken from museums. Convention on Cultural Property Implementation Act, 19 U.S.C. §§ 2601–2613 (2018). But it also states that no cultural property listed in bilateral agreements between the United States and another country can be imported into the United States. Id. § 2604.
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